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Meeting Preview: Merle Nicholson will give an overview of
the new version of Ubuntu - 14.04 LTS “Trusty Tahr”. Bob LaFave will conduct the usual Windows SIG for the first 30 minutes of the meeting.
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hanks to Merle Nicholson and Kevan Sheridan for providing content this month and to Merrill Friend for sending in something that will go in next month’s newsletter.

I filled the remaining pages with a description of my latest Windows 8 app. It is a display of photos I have taken of the flowers in my neighborhood over the past 10 years. It is amazing
how many different blooming things there are in our 400-house
neighborhood. I included around 170 photos but could have
added more. If you have Windows 8.1, I invite you to download
Hyde Park Flowers from the Windows Store. I have not published it yet, but it should be there by the time you receive this
newsletter.
Last month the presentation was on cyber crime, and a number
of recommendations on avoiding being a victim were given. I
have to disagree with the one about avoiding Internet Explorer.
My best advice is to avoid clicking on anything you receive in
an email that did not come from me – all others are suspect. 
August Meeting: To be announced
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Minutes of the June Meeting
By Merle Nicholson, Secretary,
Tampa PC Users Group
merle@merlenicholson.com

T

he Windows Special Interest Group (SIG)
opens our monthly meeting. The SIG moderator introduces new or little known products
and technological developments for discussion by the
group. He accepts questions and requests for help in
solving problems from attendees. Bob LaFave was
not in attendance this meeting, so I (Merle Nicholson)
substituted for Bob.
The first subject covered in the SIG was a demonstration of WeTransfer, a free or optionally paid website
for the purpose of sending large files to other people
over the Internet. This was a subject covered in the
previous newsletter, but the demonstrations seemed
of interest. Basically you upload a large file to the
site along with necessary instructions for the website
to send the recipient an email with a download link.
http://www.WeTransfer.com. The second demo was a
brief overview of sending money to another person via
Amazon Payments at https://payments.amazon.com/
home. This is an easy way to send or receive money
using a credit card. It’s an interesting alternative to
PayPal for those people with Amazon accounts who
deal with Amazon anyway. Despite several requests I
did not want to send a club member any money, so the
demo was limited.
The June 11, 2014 meeting presentation was given
by Dave Palmer. Dave is a TPCUG club member. He
gave a similar presentation some time back and he has
obviously kept current on the subject. His presentation
used slides extensively and was well-organized and
interesting. The subject this month was “Cybercrime
Goes Professional” and outlined how the virus business has become professionally organized into a very
big business. Dave quoted one source that estimated
the loss at $500B/year, with 84% of all businesses
infected with some form of malware aimed at stealing
financial information, account passwords, intellectual
property or competitive business strategy.
Minutes..........Continued on page 8
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The DVR is Dead
By Merle Nicholson, Secretary,
Tampa PC Users Group
merle@merlenicholson.com

W

e’re reading a lot about “cutting the cable”
lately. This is about people who have
decided they no longer want cable TV and
have opted for Internet streaming from Netflix, Amazon Instant Video, Google play, Hulu plus and others
to provide entertainment content. There are several
reasons for this, the one most obvious is that the
content people want is now available from streaming
services. Usually the episodes of a TV program will be
made at the end of a season, and there are some more
expensive subscription services that have TV content
that is just a few days old. Of course if you don’t care
about being current, there is more content available
than you can possibly watch for eight bucks a month
from Netflix. The major networks have their own websites where many TV series episodes are available just
days or weeks old.
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their computers. One has his attached to a standard
monitor, the other to a TV screen. Part of their motivation is that their only provider is Comcast, repeatedly
surveyed as one of the most hated corporations in the
US.
The monitor is a 1080p 23” widescreen with just two
input connectors, VGA and DVI, and must use external speakers. It’s a quad-core AMD A8 with a mATX
motherboard in a conventional PC. This means that
the GPU (graphics processor) is built into the CPU
and the motherboard handles the output connections to
the speakers and monitor. AMD calls this processor an
APU – Accelerated Processing Unit – because it has
combined a very powerful GPU and CPU all in one.
The operating system he uses is Ubuntu-Gnome 14.04.
The Chrome browser handles most of his video needs,
the exception being Netflix, which requires a Firefox
browser at the current time (long technical story). He
uses Netflix and Hulu Plus.

The TV installation (other son) is different. He uses a
computer with an Intel processor that, while powerful,
is somewhat weak in graphics capability, so this one
uses a low-profile graphics card with DVI and HDMI
All this isn’t the same as having an active live TV, of
course, but it’s suiting millions of people, and if you’re connectors. The HDMI cable carries stereo sound as
well as digital video. We installed Windows 8.1 and
willing to work at it a bit, you can keep the cost to a
a nice wireless compact keyboard. The compact case
minimum, maybe $20/mo – an insignificant amount
he wanted can be mistaken for a piece of stereo equipcompared to the cost of cable TV.
ment; it’s about five inches tall and the same width as
a stereo. The TV he uses, like all TV’s, has a TV tuner
The other motivating factors are a little more subjecfor OTA (Over The Air) broadcasts (Who does this?)
tive. One of my own pet peeves is the poor quality of
but also has a few HDMI inputs for Set-Top boxes
the TV controls and on-screen menus on the set-top
and in this case the computer. That computer is inconboxes I have had. The controls I had were close to
being unusable they were so slow and unresponsive. It spicuously stashed on a shelf along with other stereo
took forever to look ahead at future programming, and equipment.
the number of channels you can view are very limMy own setup is quite different. I have not cut the
ited. Further, the storage capability in my DVR was
cable, but at least have minimized the requirements
tiny compared to my needs, and being limited to two
simultaneous recording channels just wasn’t working. from Verizon FIOS. I no longer have any Set-Top
boxes or DVRs in the house. My TV channel lineup
Further, there was the $32/month being charged for
has no premium channel content, but isn’t just basic. I
two unsatisfactory devices; an HD set-top box and an
have one “M-Card”, the only rental equipment at $5/
HD DVR. I needed to do something. I seriously conmo. It’s the size of a credit card and slips into a slot in
sidered cutting the cable altogether as my adult sons
had done. I decided instead to improve my equipment. the back of a dedicated computer I have named “Media-PC”. The computer serves no other purpose except
First – the direction my sons have taken. I built both

DVR..........Continued on page 4
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DVR.......Continued from page 3

as a PVR (Personal Video Recorder).
It has three large hard drives totaling about 3TB. The
AMD CPU is far more powerful than needed; it’s an
older style quad CPU without graphics. This particular one was simply made up of parts I had on hand
when the previous very old one died mysteriously. It
has a very powerful dedicated graphics card, plenty of
memory and runs continuously (it’s never been turned
off) plugged into a large UPS. I replace the UPS battery every two years.
I use a TV cable adapter made by Ceton and exposed
in the back of the computer. The Verizon M-Card is
inserted into this and has a connector for the incoming
TV cable. So this combination of the Ceton card, Verizon M-Card and the incoming TV coax cable substitutes for what you would use a Set-Top box for.
The Ceton card – along with a couple of other brands
– now comes in a couple of configurations; as an
internal card, an external USB connected device, and
models that will give you six channels for recording
instead of the original four like I have. There is no
reason you can’t have more than one device in a computer. I’m happy with my one card and four recorders.
For software, there is a downloadable package that
installs software that communicates with the TV card
and also – in my case – Windows Media Center, free
with Windows 7. It’s $40 with Windows 8.1. All of
this – software and hardware has proven to be nearly
trouble free.
Windows Media Center handles all your TV recording, storage and playback easily and fast. You can
scroll forward in the TV guide for a couple of weeks
faster than you can read them. You have lists of programs you are set to record in the future, and settings
to establish what you intend to record. You can edit
the list of channels that appear in the guide. Search by
keyword or wildcards is excellent. Try as I can, I find
very little to fault in this software. I did have a confusing couple of hours once when my Vipre Internet
software got updated and blocked the Ceton card. One
thing Vipre has – good responsive phone help. I would
rate both Windows Media Center 7 and Vipre Internet
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2014 software 4.9 out of 5.
The software also handles your DVD player and music
and picture libraries. It’s network aware so that it can
use the libraries of other computers on your network,
and if you have WMC on other computers, you can
play or store recorded content on those as well, without a cable card.
Other equipment needed is a WMC remote, a keyboard/mouse device and perhaps a universal remote.
The Windows Media Center remote is found on
Amazon and is less than $20 by several manufacturers. It is similar in appearance to the DVR remote that
you’re familiar with. It’s IR (Infra Red), and comes
with an IR receiver that you attach to the PC by USB.
It gives you on-screen control over WMC. You can do
the same control by other methods like the PC mouse
or even with network software that you can control
with your Android or IOS phone or tablet. I have a
tiny Logitech Bluetooth DiNovo keyboard/mouse that
is about the size of my hand to use when I’m using the
browser, or have dropped to Windows out of WMC.
The DiNovo is fairly expensive, but has a replaceable, rechargeable battery, and had proven to be ultra
reliable. I shouldn’t have to say this but you also need
the best Anti-virus/Internet software you can afford.
I also paid $50 too much for software to play Blu-ray
disks because WMC does not do it natively. I say $50
too much because it should integrate seamlessly – as
advertised – into WMC but does not.
The last item is a programmable remote. I control a
stereo receiver for 5.1 channel sound, minimal TV
set control functions and even most of the WMC
functions, although I never use that. The programmable part turns the TV and receiver power on and
off together. I purchased this remote while I was using
set-top boxes, and I probably will not replace it if it
dies. 
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Internet Picture of the Month

Detroit 2014: 43,634 Properties on the Brink of Foreclosure
From the New York Times, http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2014/06/27/us/detroit-foreclosure-photomosaic.html. “This mosaic, created with images from Google Maps Street View, shows one of the many
enormous challenges facing Detroit as it tries to climb out of debt. As of January, the owners of these
properties collectively owed the county more than $328 million in unpaid taxes and fees. Since then,
some have paid their debts, entered in payment plans or qualified for assistance. But 26,038 properties,
shown with a yellow triangle, remain in jeopardy, and many are headed for public auction.”

July’s Links
Tampa PC Users Group (that’s us)
The Metropolitan Museum of Art Collection
Scenes from D-Day, Then and Now
Foreclosure in Detroit

http://www.tpcug.org
http://www.metmuseum.org/collection/the-collection-online
http://www.theatlantic.com/infocus/2014/06/scenes-from-dday-then-and-now/100752/
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2014/06/27/us/detroitforeclosure-photo-mosaic.html
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Hyde Park Flowers
By William LaMartin, Editor, Tampa PC Users Group
william@lamartin.com

W

hat do flowers have to do with computers? This is a personal computer club
that is morphing into a personal computer
club and all things digital. First off, that is the main
page of my newest Windows 8.1 app. That means
you have to have a Windows 8.1 computer or tablet
to use it, which I hope you will download and do (it’s
free). There is also a companion Windows 8.1 Phone
app. Next, all the photos were taken with a succession of digital cameras over the years: A Nikon D100,
a Nikon D200 and a Nikon D800. So that is something digital. And all the photos have been resized in
Adobe Photoshop, and that is software. So there are a
lot of computer and digital things going on here. Oh,
there is one more thing: All the photos for the app are
stored in Microsoft Azure, which, as Blain Barton has
told us is in the Cloud, one of the latest buzz words in
computing.
Now that I have established that Hyde Park Flowers
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has something to do with computing, let me describe
a little of what goes into making such an app. By the
way, this app is what Microsoft terms a Universal App,
where in the Save Visual Studio project you create two
apps at once, a Windows Store app and a Windows
Phone app. The theory is that this will involve less
work than creating each app separately. Not all apps
are amenable to this, but what I am doing here is.
The first thing I did was select out around 170 photos
of flowers and a few other photos that had images of
various fruits in them from the much larger collection
of photos I have taken around my neighborhood. I
then made two folders of the photos that contained
resized versions of the photos. The first folder contained photos with a maximum height or width of 200
pixels. These would be the thumbnail photos you see
in the middle of the image above. The second folder
contained photos with a maximum width or height of
1200 pixels. These would be the photos you see on
the far right above when you have tapped a thumbnail.
Once I have all the photos resized, I upload them to
Azure to be accessed by the app.
Flowers..........Continued on page 7
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Flowers.......Continued from page 6

Next I import all the photos’ file names into an Access
data table (this took a bit of programming which we
will skip). After that, there is the tedious work of supplying each photo with a description in the table. For
flowers, I do not know, I did a lot of searching in Bing
for Florida flowers in image searches. When the table
is complete, I note that I have 173 photos, and I export
this table to an XML file which will be the data source
for the app: You tap a thumbnail, the app looks up that
flower in the XML file and provides the description.
The real work begins with writing code to make all
this work. I certainly won’t go into that. Perhaps we
can close with one of the features that I coded in: The
ability to send via email the photo you are viewing.
Below is a screen capture of such a message being
sent to Merle Nicholson. 
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Yahoo! eGroup
By Kevan Sheridan, Vice President ,
Tampa PC Users Group
kevan57@gmail.com

T

he purpose of the TPCUG Yahoo! eGroup is to
inform, promote and encourage communication among members of the Tampa PC Users
Group. This is a great member benefit and the easiest
way to stay in touch with other members during nonmeeting days.
Joining the eGroup is simple: Use your preferred
email address to send an email join request to TPCUG-subscribe@yahoogroups.com. Include your full
name in the text section of this email. You will then
receive a verification request that you reply to, then
you are up and running.
Note: if you join with a Yahoo! email address you
get full access to the group site at http://groups.yahoo.
com/group/tpcug
To send email messages to the group, address it to:
tpcug@yahoogroups.com Your message will be broadcast to everyone in the eGroup.
Use of the eGroup would include, but is not limited to:
1. TPCUG leadership
● Posting announcements of general interest to the
members
● Notifying members of recent changes or additions to meetings or special interest groups
● Requesting feedback from members
2. The Members
● Further discussing topics presented in meetings
● Follow up to previous requests or links from
presentations
● Asking questions that were not answered during
the Q/A portion of the meeting
● Posting announcements of general interest to
membership or leadership
● Listing equipment either for sale or wanted
● Holding discussions of consumer electronics or
related topics and issues 

Tampa PC Users Group, Inc.
P. O. Box 3492
Tampa, FL 33601-3492
First Class Mail

Member: Your membership is up for renewal
Minutes........Continued from page 2

Dave went on to outline the steps that the regular user
should take to be protected from malware as much as
possible: 1) Create and use a standard user account,
with logins for each user. 2) Games are dangerous
because the gaming websites are targets for malware.
(I may add that goes for music download sites, movies
and torrents.) 3) Download only from known sources.
4) Disable script processing in your browsers. 5) Don’t
use Internet Explorer because that’s the browser that
receives the most hacking attention and 6) Disable
Java.
These minutes cannot do justice to Dave’s presentation; it covered so much valuable information. It
was well-presented, interesting and informative. Our
thanks go to Dave for his time and effort. 
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Dave outlined the business of creating malware itself where people develop inexpensive kits to sell to
people who want to customize their own malware.
The variety and volume of new malware has made
the Antivirus industry lag 24-48 hours behind in the
creation of detection software, which is always too
late for some.
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